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INTRO 
Eb / Fm / | / / / / | Eb/G / Bb / | / / / / 
 
VERSE 1 
    Eb/G               Eb 
Heartache is heartache 
       Fm 
Pain is pain trouble is trouble 
   
It don't last always 
                                            Eb/G 
For some the struggle has ended 
                   Bb   
For some it's begun but when we look back 
 
We'll see what we came from 
 
VERSE 2 
                         Ab                 Eb 
We gotta beli - eve what we pray 
                     Fm 
Believe what we preach believe what we sing about 
 
Believe He's the King 
                            Eb/G                 Bb 
Controlling the narrative is out of our control 
                                                             Ab 
The only thing left to do is let go and keep going 
 
CHORUS 
Eb           Fm 
    Through the valley, through the shadow, through the dead 
       Eb/G              Bb 
Keep go - ing e - ven when there's nothing left 
                                                          Ab 
Put your face against the wind and keep going 
Eb            Fm 
     Through the valley, through the shadow, through the dead 
       Eb/G             Bb 
Keep go - ing e - ven when there's nothing left (alright) 
 
VERSE 3 
                        Ab                    Eb 
Why you so worried this is temporary 
Fm 
    Turbulence way up here gets scary 
                                           Eb/G 
No your dreams are not imaginary 
         Bb 
It's gonna happen real soon 
 
 
 
 

VERSE 4 
                                                                  Ab 
I mean sooner than later cause there's a real God 
Eb                                 Fm 
    We're not just talking to the sky and He provides 
 
He's the water and the wine 
                Eb/G                                     Bb 
And half - way is where He meets us every time 
                                                             Ab      Eb 
All He's asking us to do is let go and keep going 
 
CHORUS 
 
BRIDGE 1 
Eb                Fm 
    Keep go - ing a little bit further I see you gettin’ a little closer 
Eb/G        Bb 
    All these days are getting brighter 
                                                        Ab 
‘Cause tonight is waiting for the morning 
Eb               Fm 
    Keep go - in’ a little bit further I see you gettin’ a little closer 
Eb/G        Bb 
    All these days are gettin’ brighter 
                                                         Ab 
‘Cause the night is waitin’ for the mornin’ 
 
BRIDGE 2 
Eb                Fm 
    Keep go - in’ a little bit longer I see you gettin’ a little closer 
Eb/G        Bb 
    All these days are gettin’ brighter 
                                                           Ab 
‘Cause the night is waiting for the morning 
Eb                Fm 
    Keep go - in’ a little bit longer I see you gettin’ a little closer 
Eb/G        Bb                                                             Ab       Eb 
    All these days are gettin’ brighter so let go and keep going 
 
CHORUS 
 
OUTRO 
       Eb/G                          Bb 
You know what you gotta do 
                                        Ab     Eb 
Don’t give up too soon keep going 
 
Eb / Fm / | / / / / | Eb/G / Bb / | / / / / 
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